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  A NEW STEP FORWARD ON FLAMENCO FUSION 
LENACAY is an experimental project between flamenco and different languages of musical 
expression, an innovative journey through time that fuses flamenco roots and culture with electronic 
beats, rumba melodies, funky basslines or electric guitars. The name of this amazing combo comes 
from the mix of two words in Romanichel, the dialect of spanish Gypsies:  
LEN:  represents the course of life ACAY:   look. Combining these two words, we get a wide meaning, 
representing the most musical and natural sides of life: A LOOK AT THE COURSE OF LIFE  
 

Ramón Giménez "El Brujo" (The Warlock), one of the founder, and most active member of Ojos de 
Brujo, the band which became a reference into World Music during the last decade and awarded with 
a Latin Grammy as best Flamenco Album (Techari, produced by Ramón Gimenez)  lead this new 
Project, started on 2012 with their debut álbum RYMA, through the path of the experimentation they 
stareted at ODB, taking Flamenco and Rumba to a new dimension. 

But they are not alone on this trip, the six great artists on board of  the Lenacay ship: Paula 
Domínguez, Charlie Cuevas, Ramón Mejías, Francisco “Rubio” Guisado, Dj Tito Juanpe and Carolina 
Morgado are the perfect band for this adventure, providing their music skills, wide experience and 
renewed energies. 

After the first two years of live Lenacay has become a solid band which has reached some of 
the main spanish and international festivals, and is ready to give a new boost to their 
careers with the second álbum YEREL (colour in Caló). 

YEREL is the confirmation of Lenacay´s sound and personality, showing a higher grade of creativity 
and the matureness given by tours and studio work during the last years. Most elements where 
already there but have evolved as the band grows, keeping their identity but yet opening new ways  
with no fear to the unknown. 

Across the álbum we find surprising fusions such as an ALEGRÍA/R´n´B (I need to be honest), a 
TARANTO with electric guitars and some dubstep flavour (Tarango), RUMBAS that play with brazilian 
beats (Rumba Lenacay) or eveolve to Jazzy drum´n´bass grooves (Consejos Vendo). With special 
mention to one of the most powerfull tracks on the álbum, “Amanece el cielo Hoy” a ZAMBRA/rock 
with electric guitars and a chord of violins moving from arabic to bhangra vibes. 

The energy of the band captive the audience with a show dinamic and multidisciplinary. An innovating 
journey through time that fuses flamenco roots on electronic beats, rumba melodies, funky basslines, 
soul & r´n´b vocals and Flamenco dance. 

The whole of it is a unique experience through LENACAY Universe, a musical landscape full of 
simbology, magic and rythm, the world of “RYMA” and “YEREL”. 
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News: Lenacay’s second album YEREL, is 
meant to place the band on the avantgarde of 
Flamenco-fusion and achieve the aknowledge 
of the international World Music scene. 
 
Release: May 2014  
Label: Kasba Music.  
 

Main shows: Cruilla BCN, Womad Caceres, Festival 
En Vivo, WOMEX 2012 “Selección Oficial”, ULSAN 
WMF (korea) 
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ON STAGE PERFORMERS 
 

Ramón Giménez “El Brujo” · Flamenco Guitar, Programming, Jaleos y Breakdance.                                                                                          
Paula Dominguez “La Camaleona” · Lead vocals                          
Dj Tito Juanpe “El Mago”· Dj & Scratching, Keyboards and vocals.  
Ramón Mejías “El Guerrero” · Drums and Percusions. 
Francisco “Rubio” Guisado “El Hechizero” · Electric Guitar and Spanish Guitar. 
Juan A. Guerra “El Ilusionista” · Bass. 
Carol Morgado “La Joya” · Dance and Jaleos. 
 
Show time: 90 min 
 
OFICIAL VIDEOS 
 

· “Rumba Lenacay” · Yerel (Kasba Music. 2014)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgybUak4GEc 
 

· Presentación  Yerel. Live at Music Hall (BCN). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6twBzO5ZPBE  
 
 

 
 

 
OFICIAL MEDIA LENACAY 
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